Let a" denote the spectral idempotent of a generalized Drazin invertible element a of a ring. We characterize elements b such that 1 -(b n -a") 2 is invertible. We also apply this result in rings with involution to obtain a characterization of the perturbation of EP elements. In Banach algebras we obtain a characterization in terms of matrix representations and derive error bounds for the perturbation of the Drazin inverse. This work extends recent results for matrices given by the same authors to the setting of rings and Banach algebras. Finally, we characterize generalized Drazin invertible operators /t, B e S8(X) such that pr(B") = pr(A" + 5), where pr is the natural homomorphism of 38(X) onto the Calkin algebra and 5 e SB(X) is given.
Introduction
The perturbations of the conventional and generalized Drazin inverse with equal eigenprojections at zero have been studied by Castro, Koliha and Wei in [4, 5] for matrices and closed operators, respectively, by Rakocevic [7] for elements in Banach algebras and by Koliha and Patrfcio [15] for elements of rings.384 N. Castro-Gonzalez and J. Y. Velez-Cerrada [2] The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the perturbation of the generalized Drazin inverse for elements of rings and Banach algebras. In Section 3 we give a characterization of elements a, b with spectral idempotents related by the condition that \ -{b" -a") 2 is invertible. In particular, ifb" = a 71 we recover [15, Theorem 6.1] .
In Section 4 we apply this result in rings with involution to obtain a characterization of the perturbation of EP elements, that is, elements which have Drazin and MoorePenrose inverse and both coincide.
In several recent articles perturbations of the Drazin inverse were studied with a purpose to obtain explicit error bounds [3, 8, 14, [16] [17] [18] Finally in Section 6, we give a characterization for bounded linear operators in Banach spaces, based on the main result of Section 3, of generalized Drazin invertible operators A, B e 38{X) such that their eigenprojections at zero satisfy pr(fl*) = pr(A" + 5), where pr is the natural homomorphism of 38{X) onto the Calkin algebra. In particular, when S = 0 we recover [7, Corollary 2.3 ].
Preliminaries
Let 3$ be a ring with unit 1. The commutant and the double commutant of an element a e Sf. are defined by comm(a) = [x e @ : ax = xa}, comm 2 (a) = {x e @. : xy = yx for all y e comm(a)).
We denote by 3?.~x the group of invertible elements of <$.. An element a e 3# is quasinilpotent if 1 + xa e 3?.~^ for every JC € comm(a) [10] . The set of all quasinilpotent elements of Sf. will be denoted by t^" [9] . Moreover, in this case the condition x 6 comm 2 (a) can be replaced with [3] Elements of rings and Banach algebras 385
and is denoted by a D = a*. By <^g D , SP* we denote the set of all generalized Drazin invertible and group invertible elements of 3&, respectively.
The Drazin inverse in rings was originally defined by Drazin [9] for polar elements and generalized by Harte [10] to quasipolar elements. The generalized Drazin inverse was studied by Koliha [12] in Banach algebras and by Koliha and Patricio [15] (ii) S?,a = W a )°) = V°).
(iii) AC B implies °A D °B.
Characterization of elements of rings with related spectral idempotents
In this section we give a characterization of elements a, b € £#• with spectral idempotents satisfying b* -a" + s, where ^ is a given element of S$. such that 1 -s 2 
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PROOF. Since (a" + s) 2 = a 1 + 5, we have a" +a"s+sa" +s 2 = a" + s. Hence a T (l + 5 ) = a" + s -sa" -s 2 = (1 -s)(a* + s) and thus the first equality of (i)
holds. The second equality of (i) and both equalities of (ii) can be deduced in a similar way.
Applying properties (i) and (ii) we check that
Analogously we can check that tr = 1. Consequently, t = r~\ On the other hand, ra n r~x = (1 + s)a"(1 -j )~' = a" + s, where we apply property (i) in the last equality.
•
(1 -a * M l -a") and s 2 a" = a n s 2 = -a"sa".
We are now in a position to state the main result of this paper. 
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700014099 [7] Elements of rings and Banach algebras 389
Therefore (iv) holds. 
According to Proposition 3.1 (iii) and (i), 
(b»(l + s))° = {St.b\\ + s))° = {&\\ -s)a
D )° = ((1 -s)a D )° . (vii) implies (i): As (b D (l + s))° c ((1 -s)a D )°, by Proposition 2.4, l +s)= °«b D (\ + s))°) D °(((1 -s)a D )°) = 0H\ -s)a D .
Vo o o oy

Perturbation of EP elements in rings with involution
Let $ be a ring with involution. Recall that an element x e 8$ is the Moore-Penrose inverse of a € & provided that use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700014099
[9]
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There is at most one x such that conditions (4.1) hold. The unique x is denoted by a f . an element of a tf* -algebras to commute with its Moore-Penrose inverse are given in [13] . In [15, Theorem 7.2 (i)-(ii)] it was established that a e 3? is EP if and only if a e S#* and a" = (a*"\ We will use this characterization and our main theorem to give equivalent conditions ensuring that if a is EP then an element b = a + e is again EP with spectral idempotent V -a" + s where 5 is given. Using a" -I -aa* and aa* = 0, conditions (ii) and (iii) can be written in the following equivalent form (ii)' s* =s,(a + e){a n + s) = 0 = (a* + s)(a + e), and a" + s + a + e e @r x .
(iii)' s* = s,(a + e)(a" + s) = 0 = (a" + s)(a + e), and 1 + s + a*e e ^r\
Applying Theorem 3.2 we conclude the equivalence of conditions (i)-(v) of the theorem.
• Given 5 e 0?., we obtain the following characterization of elements a e & such that the spectral idempotents of a and a* satisfy (a*)" -a" + s. • If we choose s = 0 in the preceding theorem, then condition (i) is equivalent to the fact that a is EP. So, in this case, we obtain a characterization of EP elements in rings with involution. In particular, for matrices we recover [4, Theorem 5.2].
Perturbation of Drazin invertible elements in Banach algebras
Let $ be a complex Banach algebra with unit 1. The generalized Drazin inverse for elements of Banach algebras is defined as in (2.1) 
and from here the result follows.
We can combine this estimation with an upper bound of \\b" -a"\\ in order to get explicit error bounds of the perturbation of the Drazin inverse. An estimation of ||*" -a" || in terms of the gap between subspaces has been obtained in [14, Section 4] for matrices and in [3, Section 6] for bounded operators.
Operators with eigenprojections essentially differing in a given term
This section is motivated by recent results of Rakocevic [7] which characterize the perturbation of the generalized Drazin invertible operators with essentially equal eigenprojections at zero.
We denote by 38(X) and Jf(X) the set of all bounded and compact linear operators on an infinite dimensional complex Banach space X, respectively. The Calkin algebra over X is defined as the quotient algebra ^(X) = 38(X)/Jf(X), with the norm
\\T + JfT(X)\\= inf \\T + K\\.
We will use pr to denote the natural homomorphism of 38{X) onto ^(X). Then, if T e 38{X) we have pr(7") = T + JC(X). Let r e (T) denote the essential spectral radius of T, that is, r e (T) = lim || pr(T")|| 1/n . An operator T e 38(X) is a Riesz operator if and only if r e {T) -0, which is equivalent to pr(7) being quasinilpotent in ^(X). By 3?(X) we denote the set of all Riesz operator in 38(X).
Recall that an operator T e £g(X) is Fredholm if the range space of T, R(T), is closed and the kernel of T and the quotient X/ R(7) are both finite dimensional. The collection of Fredholm operators on X is denoted by <t>(X).
By the 
